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Jimi McRae aka Jimi the Piper
http://www.jimithepiper.co.uk

Cutting edge alternative/progressive global pipe music with fill on funk/rock attitude. Cool site with plenty
MP3s, reviews, info etc
In 1999 street piper Jimi McRae and Offbeat Scotland music producer Iain McKinna teamed up to produce Jimi The Piper's debut solo album. In 2001 the follow up
album Earthdance, co-written by Jimi and Iain was released. Following a successful solo tour of the west coast of the USA, they then formed a band to promote the
albums. In it's present line up the band has been gigging extensively since 2003. Now with the release of their latest album Kick Out The Ghosts, Pipedreams are
increasingly bringing their unique and intoxicating brand of contemporary Scottish pipe based music to an appreciative and ever widening audience, both throughout
the UK and beyond. Pipedreams work with many top agents and promoters and are currently available for festivals, tours and supports, TV and radio sessions,
corporate events and overseas engagements. Jimi McRae : Highland, Lowland, Border, Arabic & Electronic pipes Jimi McRae was for many years Edinburgh's best
known street busker at his pitch at St Giles in Edinburgh's Royal Mile and was known originally as the Biker Piper. A road accident in 1994 put him out of action for
two years, but in 1999 a fortuitous meeting with top Scottish record producer Iain McKinna of Offbeat Scotland led to an exclusive deal with the label. Two highly
acclaimed albums were released - Pipedreams (1999) and Earthdance (2001) - to rave reviews in the music press. American and European tours followed, and a
legion of devoted fans has grown internationally. As a solo artist Jimi has been to the West Coast of USA twice and has created a groundswell of interest selling
thousands of albums following solo live and radio performances in Seattle and San Francisco. As well as being the official piper for The Claymores, Scotland's
national American football team, he has also performed solo at a multitude of gigs including Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Murrayfield Stadium, Stirling Castle, ICC
Birmingham, Edinburgh International Conference Centre, and Hampden Park.
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